10 March 2011
Keith Schaefer, “Oil & Gas Investments Bulletin” – A one-time offer I strongly suggest
you take advantage of!
**************************************************
Full Article - Please see the accompanying PDF file for the full article through the SaS Home
Page. SaS Home Page SaS normally posts two PDF files with each posting. To access these
PDF files, select "more" following the article you are interested in. The PDF on the "left" is the
SaS introduction to the full article. The PDF on the "right" is the full article.
**************************************************
Keith Schaefer, editor of Oil and Gas Investments Bulletin, consistently makes more money
in Oil & Gas securities for his subscribers than anyone I know of. That is really all you have to
know to get excited about reading today’s article. http://oilandgas-investments.com/
Keith is going to permanently raise the subscription price of his Oil and Gas Investments
Bulletin to $499 in eight days!

HOWEVER! - You can subscribe to OGIB at a low, discounted rate of $299 – before the
fee increases to $499. – But this one-time offer ends promptly on Thursday, March 17,
2011, at 11:59 pm Pacific Standard Time.
OK – I know Keith well – but that has nothing to do with republishing this offer, I simply
know you will be completely satisfied and most likely a lot richer if you reply to it. It’s as
simple as that!
By the way, I have no financial interest in this offer in anyway. I just know how profitable Keith’s
information has been for me. I am just trying to share it with you.
Sincerely yours,
Brian
Stocks and Speculations
Brian Fagan, Editor/Publisher
**************************************************

Editor's Note:
I've been spending the last week researching potential new stock picks. I'm looking at a couple shale oil
plays that are under the radar of Bay Street, and I'm digging into some service companies where I see the
potential for superior growth. In the meantime, though, I'd like to take you through some of the trades in
the OGIB portfolio over the last 12 months or so. Keep reading below… and find out how to become a
member -- at a discount that's available for the next 8 days only.
- Keith
Dear OGIB Reader,
Two months ago I got the best Christmas present ever from an OGIB subscriber... Craig in Washington
State. Here’s what he wrote to tell me on his investment in Xcite Energy (XEL-TSXv):
“Thank you many times over – this “plucky” investor has just become a millionaire (on paper) due to you
bringing it to my attention, and of course me doing my own research.”
I loves these kinds of emails. The subscribers’ success has turned into my success, with the OGIB
growing A LOT faster than I expected.
Fact is, oil producers and oil services stocks (e.g., drilling and fracking companies) continue to be the
BEST way to make money in the market right now. And the juniors continue to lead the way in opening
up new plays all over the world – using horizontal drilling and fracking.
In light of OGIB's success, I've brought on multiple people to help out. (Until recently, it was just my
webmaster and me... building the business from scratch.)
Most importantly – and this is a BIG step – I've added Customer Service. After all, I want all my
subscribers to be 100% satisfied with my service.
But it also means I need to offset the cost of growing. And that includes raising the yearly subscriber fee.
To the point: I'll be increasing the yearly membership rate to $499, promptly on Thursday, March 17,
2011.
But before that happens, I want to give OGIB Free Alert readers like you the opportunity to become fullfledged members... at the very best price I can offer:
$299.

That's 12 full months of the Oil & Gas Investments Bulletin.
(If you're like a lot of my paid subscribers, I expect you'll make that fee back soon enough – and then
some.)
And as soon as you sign up, I'll give you access to a special, subscriber-exclusive report – my full
research on a company in the OGIB portfolio I'm extremely confident about...
In short, it's an 'undiscovered' Bakken oil play that – despite having a massive land package and rapidly
growing production – is still under the radar of the major brokerage firms.
(The last undiscovered Bakken oil play I alerted my subscribers to – Painted Pony Explorations – jumped
from my purchase price of $3.86 to $11... in just 18 months.)
Now here's why I'm so excited... This new stock has even more leverage potential than Painted Pony.
You'll find more insights on that company – and how you can access the free report I'd like to give you –
just below.
First, though, I want you to get a better idea of how I run the OGIB portfolio. For starters...

How It Pays To Be 'In the Know'
Before the Other Analysts Figure It Out...
For me, each morning starts with reading through the energy research published by all the major and
regional brokerage firms.
This lets me see who's making the big discoveries... and who has the big land positions in the hot, new
plays. Here's an example... a classic 'grassroots' OGIB trade:
I bought Primary Petroleum – a junior Canadian oil explorer – at just 8 cents a share. I liked Primary
because of its massive land position in the Alberta Bakken – which is now one of the hottest plays in
North America.
I can now say with some certainty that I was one of the first (if not THE first) analysts to cover the
Primary Petroleum story. The company just recently raised $15 million at 72 cents, and the stock now
trades between 80 and 90 cents – with volume averaging 200,000 shares per day.
Primary Petroleum was a penny stock success. (I sold for a gain of 837.5% in less than 6 months. Five
days later, I sold more Primary shares, pocketing a 675% gain.)
But my service is not about penny stocks.
It's about pinpointing the absolute best trading opportunities in the energy markets... at precisely the right
time...
From the small O&G companies holding huge land positions to the energy services companies with
game-changing new technologies.
This is the big picture.

Positioning yourself to benefit from it… That's where the big money is.
For example, one morning I read that widely-followed Vero Energy had a massive land package in
Alberta’s Cardium oil play.
I had spoken with management regularly. But here's the thing... Not once did they mention the play. And
a quick look at the stock price proved they hadn’t mentioned it to anybody else, either!
The long and short of it is that the OGIB subscriber base was able to buy Vero stock that day at $4 per
share... and take profits just two months later at $7.89 per share (as the rest of the market began to
appreciate the size and profitability of Vero’s Cardium play).
Now here's another thing you should know about the OGIB portfolio...
I also buy dividend-paying stocks. For example, my research on an oil services stock indicated the Street
was under-appreciating just how much cash flow this company would generate.
And I was right. In fact, in the 9 months since I bought this $15 stock, it has not only doubled, but
management has increased the dividend – twice - for a 66% increase in monthly cash flow!
These are all reasons why I consider the junior oil & gas market to be...

Speculative for Others, Reliable for Us...
I can make that statement because the OGIB track record backs it up.
In 2010 the average gain on closed trades was 74.5%. That included:
•

Contact Exploration (CEX-TSXv) – A gain of 450% in 8 months. I also sold shares three other
times, taking gains of 350%, 237.5%, and 237.5%.

•

Midway Energy (MEL-TSX) – Gains of 172% and 149.6%.

•

Wavefront Technologies (WEE-TSXv) – Gains of 297%, 288%, 245% and 201%.

•

Second Wave Pete (SCS-TSX) – Gains of 137.2%

•

Bellatrix Exploration (BXE-TSX) – Gains of 87%, 70% and 22%.

Keep in mind – those are domestic oil & gas trades.
I want you to see a few of my international trades. Being early in these junior energy trades – and of
course being right – can pay off in prodigious ways. A few examples:
•

Xcite Energy (XEL-TSXv) – Between May and December of 2010, I sold Xcite 4 separate times
for gains of 529%, 523%, 102% and 50% - and I still own some shares.

•

Bankers Petroleum (BNK-TSX) – Gains of 338%, 181% and 67%.

•

Petrominerales (PMG-TSX) – Gains of 199% and 60% in under 7 months.

(There's another great international story in the OGIB portfolio that’s about to test its 2 million-acre shale
oil play – and one Canadian analyst says this $7 stock could be $189/share. I’ve already taken one small

profit of 187% in less than a year, but I'm still very bullish here, and continue to hold a large position.
You'll get full access to the full research report on this one – the minute you become an OGIB member.)
Now, like I said, we're not just going for the biggest gains here with the OGIB trading strategy... we're
also laser focused on securing consistent, reliable gains.
At this writing, there are 44 open trades in the OGIB portfolio. The average gain stands at 88%. And – of
the 44 open positions – 40 are in the money.
On closed trades, 44 of 53 trades have been winners. (That's only 9 losing trades – totaling $17,000 on a
$444,000 portfolio, which is just under 4%.)
You see, a big part of my strategy is to cut losses early... move on to a better opportunity... and stay
focused on the overall gains.
And – because I back up every stock pick with my own money – you know exactly how much I’m buying
of each OGIB portfolio stock, along with the exact price. I’m all about transparency and accountability.
Now I've taken you through the OGIB portfolio. As I mentioned earlier, there's a report on a special
company I'd like you to have, so let me tell you about that...

Your Free Report for Signing Up:
The Undiscovered Bakken Oil Play
Signaling Major Profits Ahead
This little-known oil explorer owns a large Bakken property very close to another rags-to-riches Bakken
company (also an OGIB success story).
This new company is waiting on news near the end of March from two wells, which could be a catalyst
for the stock. This company has a huge Bakken land position for such a small junior, and would become
an instant takeover target with good drill results.
Again, this report is yours free, once you become an OGIB subscriber.
Now here's the full tally of what you'll get as a new member:
•
•
•
•

Investor Report # 1: The 'Undiscovered' Bakken Oil Play Signaling Major Profits Ahead
Investor Report: # 2: Fracking’s Holy Grail: The Technology That’s Changing Everything – and
PAYS FOR ITSELF
Investor Report # 3: The Best International Shale Oil Play You’ve Never Heard of
Investor Report # 4: The OGIB Primer: Learn How To Invest in Oil & Gas Stocks

You’ll also get password-protected access to the OGIB web site, including every position in the portfolio,
the full history, and access to every single research report we’ve published.
I’ll also be sending you my regular portfolio updates – along with every urgent Buy/Sell Alert – directly
to your e-mail inbox.

But you will need to act quickly.
I can only keep this special offer – exclusive to OGIB Free Alert subscribers – on the table for a few,
short weeks.
In fact, this exclusive arrangement to get OGIB at the low rate of $299 – before the fee increases to $499
– ends promptly on Thursday, March 17, 2011 at 11:59 pm Pacific Standard Time.
The next 12 months should be a wild and profitable ride. I hope you'll join me.
Regards,
Keith Schaefer
Publisher, Oil & Gas Investments Bulletin

P.S. If you're on the fence, please know that I will never be able to offer this steeply discounted price
again. That's why I urge you to test drive my service – at a 40% savings off what will soon be the normal
rate – and see if it's the right fit for you. As always, annual subscribers get a full, risk-free 60 days to
decide. Click here to get started.

**************************************************

